
 

Happy Summer! 

Just a quick reminder that our July Sew-Fest is this coming Saturday, July 13, 9 am

to 3 pm at the St. Michael's Hall (corner of 3rd and Maple).  Hope to see you all

there! 

Fr Alfred, our Nigerian priest who has taken several hundreds of our dresses back

to Nigeria, now works as a Catholic chaplain at a hospital in Fresno. He has asked if

we could make some very tiny 'angel gowns' --dresses that could be used as

baptismal gowns for miscarried/stillborn babies at his hospital.  Some of us have

done a few of these in the past, by cutting down our sundress style dress (with very

thin elastic and short bias or ribbon straps, no pockets) to make it almost-doll size

up to 12" x 12" max (could be smaller too, since many are very tiny--see pix of

almost-finished one attached)



 There are other styles and patterns available online if you google 'angel gown.'
 Here's another one  that I tried  that's fairly simple (until my machine started going
cuckoo...have to take it to see Dave!) 
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So I'm wondering if anyone would like to help on this project for the next month or

so? There's no set pattern, but again, if you google and find a pattern you think

would work for you, that would be fine. You could try the one I linked above or

simply make a tiny version of our sundress pattern.  They do need to be white, but

can be any fabric and they won't be washed, so can be embellished with

laces/trims (some people actually re-purpose old wedding dresses).   

Fr. Alfred will be back in Livermore the weekend of July 20 and would love it if he

could have a few to take back with him then.    He did stress that these aren't burial

gowns necessarily, they are for the purpose of baptism and then the parents can

have it as a keepsake.  Please let me know if you have questions and/or if you

would like to take on this special project; I'm honored that he asked us! 

Thanks for all you do, hope to see you on Saturday! 

Blessings, 

Suzanne 

suzbeck@yahoo.com 

925-352-8447
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